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Gabriele Basilico, Palermo, 1998. # Archivio Gabriele Basilico.



Palermo, 1998

People have sometimes asked me why there aren’t many people around in my
photographic work on the everyday places of cities and neighbourhoods. Why is a
particular street empty? And I think: empty? People are all over these places, even
if their bodies are not always in the frame. And so it is in Gabriele Basilico’s work:
it is a quality that Franceso Bonami explains well: ‘His pictures rarely feature
people, yet their presence is implied.’1

In this image, people are all over Basilico’s Palermo. They are there in the angles at
which the cars are parked. They are there in the cockeyed sign for the Auto Carroz-
zeria, the body shop, that someone has only half fixed. They are there in the imprint
of long-gone stairs on the wall of a building that is itself just barely standing. People’s
feet and legs went up and down those stairs for years. They are there in the awnings
people have pulled right down over their small balconies against the afternoon or the
morning sun, or perhaps against nosy neighbours who occupy the buildings
opposite. And finally there - there they are! - walking down the road, off to the
left, almost out of the frame, a couple, a bit bundled, perhaps it is colder than we
imagined?
Not only are all these people here when I look at this image, but so too are other

people I have seen, people I conjure from my own memories. I have never been to
Palermo, but there is something of this intersection that reminds me of the grand
and frenetic sleepiness of Naples, that city where to cross the street I could only
be successful if I followed one of the fearless grandmas as she stepped out into
the oncoming, and seemingly never-stopping traffic, and all the cars and scooters
came to an immediate halt. To me, this empty square is occupied by one specific
scooter from my memories. Maybe just a moment ago it crossed the square or
turned down the road to the right and passed out of sight, coming slowly to a
stop as its riders returned home. It is a grey scooter ridden by a whole family:
father driving, the mother seated on the back, and on a low pink plastic stool
placed on the footrest, a small child of four or five with his father’s legs around
him for protection. Even though there are no colours in this image, and just as
surely as there are no people, that precarious little pink stool with its seated little
boy, at once precious and endangered, is at the heart of this place.
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1. Francesco Bonami, Gabriele Basilico (London and New York: Phaidon, 2001), p. 4.
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